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welcome to Age of Empires II HD: The Forgotten;. New races and organizations All of the game's races have been removed from Age Of Empires 2, but many of them have been brought back. Now, you can choose any representative of the race that can be found in the game, for example, Vikings, Romans, nomads or Assyrians. Some species have undergone metamorphosis, such as Berbers, Vikings, Hyksos. All races, except for the Roman and Assyrian, were
invented and brought to life on the Studio Artemius project. Age Unlimited: Camelbacks (2000) has 20 unique classes and 2 special game modes. Each race has its own unique Soul Ages that improve different aspects of the game depending on the race. For example, you get more options if you are a Viking. New areas in the game Age Ultimate 2: Citadel (2000). The most notable is the 3 game modes: Attack/Offensive battle (Beat off). When playing war, you
attack enemy strongholds on the map as they build defenses. You must restore the base and capture every fortress. Endless construction Ace Milk (2000), Age Asunder (2000): The game has some particularly interesting features. It is a strategy game where you fight against the computer for money.As you play, you'll be able to strategize, spend money, and keep fit like a warrior. You will have to spend a certain amount of time every day in attack modes against
one enemy. Each round you will have 60 seconds of play to win. Don't waste time, use elixirs to grow food, weapons and other units. Those who play Ace receive good gifts and rewards depending on their achievements. For example, if in the previous mode you defeated 1 enemy fortress, then in Apex (2000-2001) you can get 20 diamonds. For 10 wins you get 30 diamonds, and for 25 you get 50. If you lose, you earn nothing. Juicy harvests on the shore can be

seen when you are in the active game mode, i.e. in battle. Plants grow when your character is fully clothed and not hungry, they will soon grow and bring you a good profit. There is always a time to grow and a time to
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